
Dear Donor,
I traveled to Kathmandu, Nepal in early February 2019 in order to tour the HMF clinics, meet with the HMF 
staff as well as participate in the annual Losar (Tibetan New Year) Festivities.  I stayed at the Kathmandu 
Guest House in Thamel this visit as it is more centrally located to my work. It had been only two years since 
my last visit but I was unprepared to witness what lay ahead. Since the devastating earthquake of 2015 many 
familiar buildings and landmarks, some of which are hundreds of years old, were destroyed, now replaced by 
“more modern” ones. I felt slightly disoriented and left with the feeling of being a “Stranger in a Strange Land”. 
I knew I would be experiencing air pollution, traffic grid locks and crowds of people but I did not expect that 
it would take only a few minutes before my eyes and throat would become irritated, so I put on my black air 
pollution mask (now standard Kathmandu attire) and sunglasses and set off in a cab feeling like Darth Vader. 
Kathmandu’s air quality is now rated as one of the world’s worst, and air pollution is now listed as one of the 
major causes of mortality in the world.
 It used to take 30 minutes to drive from Thamel to Boudha.  After 1 ½ hrs of traveling in slow motion traffic 
with often 20 minute intersection grid locks without moving I finally arrived at the Boudha Stupa. During 
my last visit, the stupa was undergoing major repairs due to damage sustained in the earthquake. I was not 
sure what to expect but I was delighted to see that the Stupa had been repaired and stood as majestically as I 
remembered it from earlier days. 
I was also able to meet with Mingyur and Chokyi Nyima Rinpoche and experience their wonderful and com-
passionate energy.
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Bishnu, one of our main Health Assistants is very bright and greatly respected by the nuns for his kind and 
gentle demeanor. Currently, he is seeing a wide range of ages from the very young to the very old.

He has been driving up to Nagyi 2-3 times per week for over 5 years and the roughness of the road has taken 
its toll on Bishnu’s back. We are actively looking for a qualified Health Professional who lives close to Nagyi or 
who could spend five days per week up there without having to make the difficult and challenging trip up to 
Nagyi.

I could share so much more, but this is an overview of the HMF’s activities in Kathmandu, Nepal for the year 
2018/19. I am happy to report that in spite of increasing challenges our clinics are all open and operational. 
If we are able to expand our staff, we should be able to extend our clinic days and hours at the Pharping and 
Nagyi Gompa Clinics.

The HMF staff in Nepal and I would like to express our profound gratitude to you and your generosity in 
helping the HMF operate over these 26 years. I hope our stories and photos continue to inspire your kind 
support. The HMF is a 501 c 3 nonprofit organization and all donations are tax deductible. Our operations, 
staff and budget continue to expand as does our work, so your continual support of our work is greatly appre-
ciated.

Please make donations via PayPal at our website: www.himalayanmedicalfoundation.org or make a check out 
to: The HMF and send to 608 Portside Ct., Lafayette, Colorado 80026.

Sincerely yours,

Losar meeting with Mingyur Rinpoche 
at Osel Ling Gompa.

Losar meeting with Chokyi Nyingma 
Rinpoche at Ka-Nying Monastery.

Boudnath Stupa
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Dr. Greg at HMF office at Benchen Gompa.



The following day I left the well maintained guest house and walked to the closest intersection to find a cab 
to start touring our 7 clinics. What I first found was not a cab but one of the thousands of garbage piles which 
are scattered throughout the city. At first it was not too large but as the week progressed so did the garbage 
pile to the extent it was starting to block traffic. Quite a few street dogs started to gather which can be a little 
worrisome, since they can be infected with Rabies.  As I proceeded toward Syambunath, the garbage was not 
only piled on the side of the road but in the sacred Bishnumati River as well.

The water situation in the Kathmandu valley is truly severe and options are limited. The Melamchi River Proj-
ect was started in 2000 with Japanese aid and was meant to bring a vast quantity of water to the valley. This 
project is soon to be completed but the valley has grown so much in the past 20 years that it is now question-
able how much this expensive project will ease the chronic water shortages. It would take the whole newsletter 
to describe the water crisis in Kathmandu, so best to move on.

 On the way up the hill to inspect the Osel Ling HMF Clinic, I took a photo of the Syambunath Stupa.  How-
ever, the air pollution was so bad that you can only see it’s silhouette.  I have never experienced such thick 
pollution before.

Tsoknyi Rinpoche called one day and asked if I, as HMF Medical Director would check on a Tibetan friend, 
Ledu Dime who had broken his left ankle and lower leg in a motorcycle accident. He was at the B&B Hospi-
tal and would need surgery.  With the recent addition of auto and motorcycle loan companies, Kathmandu 
residents can now afford to buy their first vehicle. The number of motor vehicles, especially motorcycles has 
tripled in the past 10 years in the Kathmandu Valley.  I took this photo showing the poor air quality just in 
front of the B&B Hospital.

As the number of vehicles increases so does the chance for accidents and we are seeing a large increase in 
motor vehicle injuries in our HMF Clinics.  

In the hospital I met with the Orthopedic Surgical Team and they were quite friendly and welcoming to an 
American Doctor. The post-operative X-ray shows how extensive the damage to Mr. Dime’s ankle/leg from 
the accident had been but hopefully he will make a full recovery with no disability.

The following day I traveled with Health Assistants Chhiring and Bishnu to our Pharping Clinic. What used 
to be a rather pleasant and leisurely drive to the edge of the valley is now a taxing 3hr round-trip drive of dust 
and heavy traffic, which adds to Chhiring’s busy days. The clinic, located on the Benchen Pharping Gompa 
grounds, is one of the HMF’s busiest facilities and has been open three days a week for 18 years. The clinic is 
getting so busy that Chhiring is seeing as many as 60 patients by himself in one afternoon. Our vision is to 
hire a Health Assistant who lives nearby or who can live at the Gompa and run the clinic 5 days per week. 

While at Pharping I examined an elder Nepali woman who has COPD and comes in weekly for breathing 
treatments with a nebulizer. The treatments really help. She also receives medications that help control her 
symptoms.

Because the air pollution has been increasing in the Valley for over 30 years, there are now a large number of 
Kathmandu residents (1 in 10) who suffer from some form of Chronic Lung Disease. These numbers will only 
climb until the air pollution problem is properly addressed and rectified. 

Just across the hall from the often chaotic activity of the medical clinic is our Free Standing Dental Clinic run 
by Dr Karma Drolmo. This past year, the Dental Clinic was able to purchase a Dental X-ray machine with 
computer linkup, so that Dr. Drolmo is able to provide a very high level of dental care usually found only in 
first world countries. 

Her brother and son of Chhiring Lama, Dr. Karma Tashi is working part time for the HMF running our Por-
table Dental Clinic in community schools, orphanages and our more rural locations. 

No trip to Kathmandu is complete without a journey up to Nagyi Gompa where the great Dzogchen Master, 
Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche spent the last 30 years of his life. I first traveled the road up to Nagyi in 1987 and it 
was terrible then. Moving ahead to 2019, it is still terrible. A Chiropractor could make a good living by sitting 
up a clinic just below the Gompa. Rather than sit on the back of Bishnu’s motorbike while holding a case of 
medicines and travel up the extremely bumpy road, we opted to hire a SUV for the day. It was a good idea.

 The Yangsi of Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche (now almost age 19) informed me 2 years ago that a large influx of 
young nuns had moved to Nagyi. Yangsi Rinpoche was certainly correct! We arrived at lunch time and young 
nuns were everywhere. For quite a while, Nagyi was a quiet hermitage with an aging population. Now…. three 
foot tall, maroon and gold bundles of energy were running all over the gompa grounds. It was quite the sight 
to see and it was also inspiring to observe how maternal the older anis are to the younger ones. There are now 
over 200 nuns at Nagyi Gompa. The oldest Ani is 93 years old and the youngest is 6. Some of the older nuns 
have been at Nagyi for over 80 Years!! Amazing, is it not? 

Medical Clinic Volunteer Ani Tsultrim takes great pride in being in charge of the clinic. The medicine cab-
inets and chart racks are all kept very organized and the clinic room is clean and tidy.  She also does a great 
job in managing the chaos that almost always ensues during clinic hours at any of our clinics.  However, 
sometimes the chaos takes over and there are 9 nuns all standing in a very small clinic room at the same time. 
But everyone is cool, personal space is not an issue, and there is usually smiles and laughter being expressed 
rather than irritation.

 There is one lay female who has lived and worked at Nagyi for over 40 years. She is deaf, mute and perhaps 
mentally challenged. Yet….she has a pretty good system of communicating. 

Deaf and mute patient examined by Bishnu. Bishnu taking blood pressure of Nagyi’s oldest nun.
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COPD patient being 
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Young nuns eating lunch in the new dining hall at Nagyi.
Young anis cleaning their dishes.

Young and elder nuns at Nagyi.

Volunteer nun Tsultrim Sangmo at Nagyi.
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Orthopedic Surgical Team.

Lodu Dime with broken ankle.

Post operative x-ray.

Recieving breathing treatment.

Big smile after breathing treatment.



A great addition to our staff in Pharping is retired Australian Surgical Nurse, Julie Campbell, a student of 
Tenga Rinpoche who lives at the Gompa and volunteers her time by administering vaccinations to the young 
monks, keeping a flow sheet with all of their health data and organizing and filing patient charts. 

The following day I visited our busiest clinic, the Benchen Free Clinic in Syambunath, which is open 5 days 
per week. The clinic opens at 8:00AM but patients start arriving around 5:00AM or earlier. Over the years the 
waiting room has been upgraded. It is now enclosed, heated in the winter months and has a larger and more 
comfortable sitting area. We have recently added a TV screen that broadcasts Health Topics for our patients to 
watch as they wait to be seen.

Chhiring Lama has been with the HMF since its 
inception 26 years ago. Over time he has manifested 
as a knowledgeable, kind and trustworthy healer. 
He emits a fatherly confidence and his patients 
truly love him. I am so fortunate to have him as my 
co-leader.

Kamala Bolaya is the Benchen Free Clinic’s certified 
Lab Technician. She comes every day and has been 
with us now for some 20 years. Her skills at perform-
ing lab tests as well as keeping the laboratory up to 
certified standards are note worthy.

Benchen monk Yonden Yeshe, a volunteer staff member is generally 
the first person who greets patients as they arrive. It seems like only 
yesterday (18 yrs ago) that he started volunteering at the clinic.  He 
is now a mature man with a few gray hairs.  Yonden’s role is to keep 
the medicine shelves stocked and in good order, bandage wounds, 
take vital signs and keep the clinic running as smoothly as possible. 
He has quietly become an invaluable member to the clinic staff.

Austrailian volunteer nurse; 
Julie Campbell.

Organizing HMF patient files.Reviewing vaccination records of 
young monks.

Benchen Clinic waiting room.

Health topics shown on screen 
in the waiting room.

Dr. Karma Drolmo at Benchen Dental Clinic.
Dr. Karma Drolmo reading a dental x-ray.


